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Fast start of hydraulic turbines is mandatory for a successful integration of renewable sources of energy.
Successful handling of this issue needs to operate close to the boundary of the admissible domain while
fully exploiting the knowledge of the system dynamics. This paper introduces a simpliﬁed model of
hydraulic turbines including the hydraulic nonlinear hill-chart and a ﬁrst order model of the penstock.
Based on the resulting reduced model, a graphical representation of the vector ﬁelds of the resulting
controlled system is ﬁrst obtained under the assumption of a band unlimited actuator. This ideal 2Dgraphical representation enables an exact evaluation of the lower bound on the minimum achievable
start-time as well as the time structure of the control proﬁle. Based on this analysis, a real-life MPC
scheme is proposed that takes into account realistic limitations on the actuator leading to feasible, almost
time-optimal control design.
& 2016 European Control Association. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In a pump storage plant (PSP), a sole runner enables both turbining water from an upstream tank to a downstream reservoir
and pumping water from the downstream reservoir to the
upstream tank (Fig. 1). Therefore PSPs provide an excellent energy
storage solution that is necessary for a widespread use of renewable intermittent sources. The use of hydraulic storage induces
however some new paradigms. The ﬁrst that is widely addressed
by hydraulic engineers is the conversion efﬁciency enhancement
during steady ﬂow operations, like in [14,12]. The second is the
need for fast transient when switching between its different
modes (see Fig. 2). The frequency of these switches increases
when the hydraulic stored energy is used to compensate for
intermittency of renewable sources [3]. This especially concerns
the operations of start-up in turbine and pump modes.
This paper focuses on the start-up operation in turbine mode.
This is the time necessary to drive the turbine from rest towards
the connection-to-grid rotational speed. This sequence is critical
because of the use of synchronous machines – without electric
transformation – in the PSP. This topology is more often used for
hydroelectric production because it is cheaper while providing
best efﬁciency than conﬁgurations involving an asynchronous
machine. But the design of synchronous machines prevents
n
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decoupling between output voltage frequency and rotational
speed. Consequently, the coupling to the grid must be done
carefully as any discrepancy between the grid voltage and
machine's output voltage at connection time can result in strong
current that may be harmful [7]. At General Electric (GE), and for
such big machines, three criteria must be respected before coupling the machine to the grid:
1. The rotational speed Ω, that is proportional to the output voltage frequency, must be in a 7 0:2% band around its ﬁnal
desired value.
2. The amplitude of the output voltage must be equal to the grid
voltage amplitude.
3. The phase between the output voltage and the grid voltage, and
its evolution have to be appropriately contained.
The voltage and phase equality being done on shorter time scales
by an independent controller, only the ﬁrst above-mentioned issue
is addressed in this paper.
1.1. State of the art and contributions
In this contribution, a model-based start time-optimal design is
proposed for turbine mode. The design is based on a simpliﬁed
model of the penstock [2,5,6,8] and a full nonlinear model of the
runner's dynamic through its hill-chart. The design method proposed in the present contribution shows two appealing properties:
First, it gives, for the original nonlinear systems, a precise
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Fig. 1. Representation of the PSP.
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among them based on the value of the rotational speed being
reached. These controllers receive a ramp-like reference signal
that is heuristically deﬁned between Ω ¼ 0 and Ω ¼ Ωd . Beside
the fact that this tedious tuning is to be restarted from scratch at
each new project, the difﬁculty is precisely to guess what is the
time-optimal proﬁle that the turbine under study is able
to track.
The control design proposed in this contribution does the exact
opposite. It starts from the problem's known parameters (the
nonlinear hill charts, the penstock and the actuator characteristics) and delivers simultaneously the almost optimal achievable time together with the associated trajectory of the rotational speed ΩðÞ.
2. In addition to the appealing feature mentioned above, the
proposed algorithm is generic as it uses the hill charts in a
rather black-box way. This makes the computation of the
optimal operational starting trajectory quite systematic and
trivial.
3. This contribution theoretically shows (by analyzing the vector
ﬁeld of the simpliﬁed model) that there is hydraulic limitation
on the decrease of the start time regardless of the actuator
limits and the control law being used. Moreover, the proposed
controller design explicitly pushes the system towards this limit
in order to produce the almost minimum start time.
This paper is organized as follows: The dynamic model of the plant
that is used in the computation and the feedback design is ﬁrst
derived in Section 2. The control problem is stated in Section 3.
The control design is proposed in Section 4 following two steps:
ﬁrst, the ideal feedback design in the case where no actuator
limitations are considered is derived in Section 4.1 by analyzing
the vector ﬁeld in an appropriate state space. Then a realistic
saturation-aware feedback law is proposed and the resulting
closed-loop performance are assessed in Section 4.2. Finally Section 5 summarizes the paper and gives hints for further
investigation.

Fig. 2. Sequences and operating modes of a Pump Storage Plant. In this paper, the
optimization of the start-up in turbine mode sequence (in red) is addressed. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred
to the web version of this paper.)

computation of the lower bound on the minimum start time
together with the time structure of the optimal control proﬁle
which is independent of the actuator capacity. Namely, the start
time is only limited by the hydraulic part that shows maximal
acceleration feature. Then, it uses the deep understanding of the
resulting ideal proﬁle in order to derive a realistic constraintsaware feedback design that approaches the time-optimal proﬁles
as close as the actuator limitations permit.
Regarding the novelty and the contribution of the paper, let us
ﬁrst mention that few papers addressed the control design of the
turbine's start maneuver in an extensive and rigorous way. Rather,
contributions focused on the control of grid-connected mode
[5,11,15]. This is because as explained above, in traditional
operation of hydraulic plants as the main energy providers, this
start mode was rarely visited and can take a rather long time to
settle without harm. It is the use of this mode repeatedly in a
context where the hydraulic plant serves as support to renewable
sources that emphasized the need to work out advanced control
methods and performance assessment.
When compared to existing methods commonly used by GE's
operators, the contributions and the novelty of the paper can be
summarized as follows:
1. Traditional starting controllers are commonly based on heuristic
tuning of multiple simple PID controllers with switching rules

2. Mathematical modeling
We consider the PSP depicted in Fig. 1. It is assumed that the
hydroelectric machinery is located along a linear and constant
section penstock. In most cases, this approximation can be made
true by computing an equivalent linear and constant section
penstock (see [1] for more details). The full hill-chart characteristic
described as in [10] is used to provide the hydro-turbine behavior.
This includes the expression of the resulting mechanical torque as
well as the implicit equation linking the ﬂow rate to the remaining
state and control variables. The whole plant works under a constant head Hb (see Fig. 1), and the electric machine – which is
linked to the runner through a rigid shaft – is only taken into
account for its inertia. Indeed, the start-up sequence occurs offgrid. The only actuating body is the guide vanes opening γ that
enables the control of the hydraulic ﬂow in the runner and in the
pipes. In what follows, the elementary models of each part of the
PSP are introduced.
2.1. Penstock dynamic
Let us denote by hðx; tÞ and Q ðx; tÞ the water-hammer pressure
and the ﬂow rate respectively at instant t and abscissa x along the
penstock. According to [13], these two quantities are linked
through the following nonlinear transfer function:


H0 t w
hðsÞ ¼ 
tanhðs  t e Þ Q ðsÞ
ð1Þ
Q 0 te
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L
where t w ¼ QH00  gS
is the water starting time (s), t e ¼ aL is the elastic
time (s) in which L denotes the length of the pipe (m) while a
refers to the wave velocity in the pipe (m/s). S is the constant
cross-section of the pipe (m2). Q0 is the standard ﬂow rate (m3 =s),
H0 is the standard water-hammer effect pressure (m) while s is the
Laplace variable. Note that Q0 is used to introduce the time tw
although it plays no role in the computation. Nevertheless, it is
common to use Q0 and H0 in the formulation (1) as this leads to
the a-dimensional transfer function:


tw
Q
h
hðsÞ ¼
tanhðs  t e Þ Q ðsÞ Q ≔ ; h ¼
ð2Þ
Q0
H0
te

1
J

_ ¼  ðT f  ΩÞ
Ω

ð9Þ

in which J denotes the inertia of the rotating parts. Concatenating
(4), (7), and (9), the global dynamic that is used hereafter
becomes:
!
!  
 
1
0
0 ttwe  QH00
x1
x_ 1
te
¼
þ

_
Ω
Ω
0  f =J
1=J
0
!

w1 ðx1 ; Ω; γ Þ

ð10Þ
w2 ðx1 ; Ω; γ Þ

In this paper, the ﬁrst order Taylor expansion of (1) is used to
represent the penstock dynamic, that is:


H0 tw te  s
Q ðsÞ
ð3Þ
hðsÞ  
Q 0 te 1 þ te  s

where w1 and w2 are obtained from w1 and w2 by solving the
algebraic equation (7) in the unknown Q and injecting the result
implicitly in w1 and w2 in order to remove the variable Q.

This approximation ﬁts the dynamics of the water-hammer effect
(1) on the frequency range ½0; 1=t e . Since t e ¼ L=a where a is a
universal constant, for a given frequency, the quality of the
approximation is better for shorter Penstocks. Note that the
commonly used relation giving the derivative of the ﬂow Q as a
function of h [2,4–6,8,11] is used when approximating
tanhðs  t e Þ C s  t e . The approximation (3) provides better ﬁt as it
uses a tighter approximation of the tanh on the frequency range
mentioned above. It is worth mentioning that the rationale behind
the use of this approximation in evaluating the lower bound on
the start-up time is that any controller that would take into
account the true rich dynamic of the penstock is likely to be more
cautious than a minimum-time control law based on the simple
resonance-free high-pass ﬁrst order ﬁlter. Consequently, the
minimum-time controller based on (3) can be considered as a
valid lower bound of start-up time for the system in which the
original expression (1) is used.
Now using the variable x1 ¼ ht e þ QH00 t w Q , the dynamics (3)
becomes:
 


1
tw H0
x1 þ
Q
ð4Þ
x_ 1 ¼ 
te
teQ 0

3. The minimum-time start control problem

h¼ þ

 


1
t w H0
x1 
Q
te
te Q 0

ð5Þ

γ ¼ Kðx; xd Þ

ð11Þ

that steers the system from the initial state x ¼0 to the desired
steady state xd in a minimum time while meeting the following
control and state constraints
8 i A f1; 2g;

xi A ½0; xmax
;
i

γ A ½γ min ; γ max 

ð12Þ

More precisely, the problem is to ﬁnd the time-optimal feedback
that steers the system from the initial state ð0; 0Þ to a ﬁnal steady
state corresponding to the rotational speed Ω being stabilized in
d
the band Ω 7 0:2%. As mentioned in the Introduction, a fast start
is a crucial condition for the success of the hydraulic storage
solution in smoothing the intermittency-induced drop in the grid
voltage.

4. Derivation of the control law
The problem stated above is solved using the following two
steps:

2.2. Turbine's dynamic
The common practice in hydraulic turbines description is to use
the hill-chart1 w1 ðÞ and w2 ðÞ that describe the torque T (N m) and
the algebraic constraint involving the ﬂow rate Q (m3 =s):
T ¼ w1 ðH n ; Q ; Ω; γ Þ

ð6Þ

Q ¼ w2 ðH n ; Q ; Ω; γ Þ

ð7Þ

where Hn is the neat head at the runner's boundary (m), Ω is the
rotational speed and γ is the guide vane's position (%). The neat
head Hn is linked to the static head Hb (see Fig. 1) and the waterhammer effect pressure h described in (3) through the following
equation (in which head losses are neglected):
H n ðtÞ ¼ H b þ hðtÞ

Let us denote by x≔ðx1 ; ΩÞT A R2 the state vector of (10). Denote
also by xd A R2 a given desired steady state associated to some
desired rotational speed Ωd. This paper aims at designing a statefeedback law of the form:

ð8Þ

Considering a ﬂuid friction coefﬁcient f, the dynamic equation is
given by:

1. In the ﬁrst step, the case of ideal (inﬁnitely fast) actuator is
considered. The advantage of this step is twofold: ﬁrstly it
delivers the minimum achievable start time regardless of the
actuator. It is shown also that the ideal assumption has to be
extended to the measurement rate also (very short measurement sampling time would be required). Secondly, this ideal
study enables easier understanding of the mechanism and the
time structure of the optimal vane's opening proﬁle involved in
the solution before the realistic case is addressed. This step is
achieved in Section 4.1.
2. In the second step, the realistic case of limited bandwidth
actuator is considered. The solution is then obtained by using a
parametrized low-dimensional model predictive control
approach following the guidelines of the ideal case. This step
is developed in Section 4.2.
These two steps are explained in the following two sections.

1

For obvious conﬁdentiality reasons, the explicit presentation of the hill-charts
is avoided. However, standard hill-charts of hydraulic turbines can be found in the
excellent survey [15]. The proposed study and control design can be used without
change as it does not depend on the quantitative characteristics of a speciﬁc hillchart.

4.1. Ideal case: inﬁnite bandwidth actuator
The advantage of having a reduced two dimensional model
such as (10) is that the corresponding vector ﬁeld (under different
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Fig. 3. Free evolution of (10) under constant values of γ, and for several initialization. Note that the open-loop system shows oscillatory modes for high rotational speeds Ω. This instability is linked to the well known S-phenomenon [15]
that occurs when positive sensitivity areas between the torque and the speed are
present in the hill-chart characterizing the turbine.

values of γ) can be studied in the phase plan ðx1 ; ΩÞ. From such
analysis, control design can be derived regardless of the degree of
non-linearity of the system.
Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the system with constant gates
opening γ and for several initializations. The stationary states
corresponding to different steady speed values Ωd can also be
viewed. It comes out clearly that the system shows oscillatory
modes2 for high vane's openings (γ Z 20%) that would be necessary for high Ωd.
Figs. 4 and 5 shows two facts: Fig. 4 shows that for higher
_ are obtained and this is
values of x1, higher acceleration values Ω
true for every opening γ. Fig. 5 shows the normalized unit vector
ﬁelds of the dynamic system (10) for different values of the vane's
opening γ. This normalization enables to focus on the orientation
of the vector ﬁeld. Examination of this plot clearly shows that
there is an upper boundary on the values of x1 (dotted line of the
right plot) beyond which it becomes impossible to increase x1
since all possible vector ﬁelds are oriented to the left. This
boundary clearly represents a hard limitation on possible acceleration regardless of the actuator performance. Indeed, this limitation is purely hydraulic and is linked to the way the torque
depends on the vane's opening and the rotational speed for the
given level of pressure that is mainly linked to the site.
These observations suggest the following control strategy:
1. Deﬁne an upper bound xmax
that lies to the left of the right
1
boundary depicted in dotted line in Fig. 5, for all Ω 450 rad/s.
2. As far as x1 o xmax
use the maximum value γmax of γ:
1

γ ð1Þ ¼ γ max

ð13Þ

max
3. When x1 Z xmax
1 , use the control law that regulates e ¼ x1  x1
d
¼ 0 as far as Ω o Ω , that is:

γ ð2Þ such that x_ 1 ¼  λ1  ðx1  xmax
1 Þ

ð14Þ

_.
where λ1 4 0. This strategy keeps x1 maximal to maximize Ω
max
The feasibility of this tracking is guaranteed by the fact that x1
is lower than the boundary deﬁned above which means by
deﬁnition that the vertical vector ﬁeld in the ðx1 ; ΩÞ plan lies
2
Hydro-turbine experts will recognize the so-called “S” phenomena due to
positive sensitivity ∂∂TΩ 4 0 appearing in the hill-chart characterizing the turbine at
high rotational speeds [15].

_ as a function of x1 and Ω, for several values of guide vanes’
Fig. 4. Evolution of Ω
opening γ. This ﬁgure shows that high acceleration of Ω corresponds regions of high x1.

inside the sector of admissible directions and can therefore be
obtained by appropriate choice of the vane opening γ.
d
4. When Ωd is reached, the control is used to regulate Ω  Ω ¼ 0,
namely:
_ ¼  λ  ðΩ  Ωd Þ
γ ð3Þ such that Ω
2

ð15Þ

for some λ2 4 0. Note that using γ ¼ 0 steers the state from the
right to the left horizontally (see Fig. 5).
5. When the state x is in a sufﬁciently small neighborhood of the
desired state xd, the control is switched to a linear optimal
regulator of the form:

γ ð4Þ ¼ γ d  K  ðx  xd Þ

ð16Þ

where the gain K can be computed by solving the corresponding
Riccati equations using the matrices of the linearized system
around the desired steady state. Note however that this linearization concerns only the terminal phase while in the remaining
trajectory, the nonlinear equations are explicitly used.
The behavior of the closed-loop system under the control law
(13)–(16) is depicted in Fig. 6 for different values of xmax
1 . The
corresponding start-up times are given in Fig. 7. Note that, when
switching between phases, guide vanes’ opening is subject to
abrupt changes. Obviously this strategy could not be used with a
band-limited actuator. As an example, the time needed by the
actuator to close would cause an unacceptable overshoot on Ω.
However, despite the unrealistic requirements regarding the
sampling period and actuator dynamic, the above computations
give a lower bound on the minimum start-time to be computed
which is independent of the actuator being used. This is important
in the sense that if the resulting lower bound is still too long for
the mission that is assigned to the turbine in its environment, then
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Fig. 7. Evolution of t 99:8%
as a function of xmax
with an ideal actuator.
r
1

Fig. 8. Block diagram of the actuator inner loop with the explicit saturations on γ
and γ_ . This control structure is to be kept unchanged as the actuator comes with its
inner loop leaving only the set-point γc as a degree of freedom for the speed outerloop design.

Fig. 5. Normalized unit-norm vector ﬁelds of the dynamic system (10) for different
values of γ. The objective of the normalization is to focus on the orientation of these
vector ﬁelds. Note the presence of an un-crossable upper bound on x1 beyond
which all possible vector ﬁelds are oriented to the left. This is a hydraulic limitation
on the rotational acceleration that is independent from the actuator sizing.

coefﬁcients. Typical limitations
on actuators
involve both con

straints on amplitude (γ A γ min ; γ max ) and on the rate of change
(jγ_ jr γ_ max ). The structure of the actuator control loop is depicted
in Fig. 8 where γc is the set-point value while the output γ is
nothing but the vane's position involved in the preceding section
as a decision variable. In the present realistic situation γc is the
new decision variable while the vane's position γ becomes a state
variable. Moreover, the inner control structure of the vane's position depicted in Fig. 8 is to be kept without change for industrial
reasons (the actuator comes with its control loop, only γc is made
available for the speed outer-loop control design).
The actuator model can therefore be condensed in the following form:

ξ_ ¼ F a ðξ; γ c Þ

ð17Þ

γ ¼ gðξÞ

ð18Þ

where ξ gathers the internal state of the PID controller, namely the
value, say xI, of the integrator in the integral action, together with γ
and γ_ . Regrouping the dynamic equation (10) used so far with (17)
leads to the complete model which is expressed in terms of the
extended state
0 1
0 1
xI
x1
BΩC
B C
5
xe ¼ @ A A R ; ξ ¼ @ γ A
ð19Þ
γ_
ξ
The compact form that combines (10) and (17) becomes:
x_ e ¼ Fðxe ; γ c Þ

Fig. 6. Evolution of the closed-loop system with ideal actuator and the feedback
law given by (13)–(16). Ωd ¼300. Note that the boundary xmax
on x1 determines the
1
start time.

the hydro-mechanical design of the installation has to be changed,
neither actuator nor control strategy can recover the situation.
4.2. Realistic design under bandwidth-limited actuators – MPC
approach
Let us ﬁrst deﬁne the limitations on the actuators. The actuators used in a hydro-electric plant that controls the position of the
guide vanes are oleo-hydraulic actuators. They come with their
internal control loop and can be seen as second order with settable

ð20Þ

Since the proposed control design is based on the Model Predictive
Control methodology [9], the latter is brieﬂy recalled for completeness: In MPC design, one solves at each sampling period ½t k ;
t k þ 1 ¼ t k þ τ  an open-loop optimization problem depending on
the current state xe ðt k Þ in which the decision variable is the control
proﬁle γ c ðÞ that is deﬁned over a so-called prediction horizon
½t k ; t k þ 1 . More precisely, given the current state xe ðt k Þ and some
prediction horizon's length Tp, the following constrained optimization problem is deﬁned:
Pðxe ðt k ÞÞ : minJðγ c ; xe ðt k ÞÞj 8 t A ½0; T p ;
γ c ðÞ

Gðt k þ t; γ c ; xe ðt k ÞÞ r 0

ð21Þ

where Jðγ c ; xe ðt k ÞÞ is some cost function to be minimized while the
constraint Gðt k þ t; γ c ; xe ðt k ÞÞ r 0 expresses the satisfaction of some
constraints at instant t k þ t. Therefore, the constraint expressed in
the open-loop optimization problem (21) simply means that these
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constraints are satisﬁed over the whole prediction horizon
½t k ; t k þ T p .
Once an optimal proﬁle γ c ðxe ðt k ÞÞ is obtained, the ﬁrst part of it
is applied during the next sampling period ½t k ; t k þ τ. This takes the
system to the new state xe ðt k þ 1 Þ at instant t k þ 1 ¼ t k þ τ. The new
optimization problem Pðxe ðt k þ 1 ÞÞ is then deﬁned following the
same deﬁnition as (21) in which the new state xe ðt k þ 1 Þ is used
instead of xe ðt k Þ. The optimal proﬁle γ c ðxe ðt k þ 1 ÞÞ is obtained and
the ﬁrst part of it is applied on the sampling period ½t k þ 1 ; t k þ 2  and
the process is repeated over and over again. Note that since at each
sampling period ½t k ; t k þ 1 , the ﬁrst part of γ c ðxe ðt k ÞÞ is applied, the
resulting feedback is obviously an implicit state feedback.
To complete the deﬁnition of the MPC design, the following
ingredients need to be precisely deﬁned for the start time
problem:
1. The cost function Jðγ c ; xe ðt k ÞÞ.
2. The constraint function Gðt k þt; γ c ; xe ðt k ÞÞ.
3. The ﬁnite-dimensional decision variable. Note that this is
necessary because rigorously speaking, the set-point proﬁle γ c
contains an inﬁnite number of degrees of freedom.
The cost function is given by Jðγ c ; xe ðt k ÞÞ≔  x1 ðt k þ τÞ which means
that one focuses on maximizing x1 one-sampling period ahead.
However, this is constrained by the condition that the rotational
speed as well as the pressure x1 satisfy the following condition
over the whole prediction horizon:
8 t A ½0; T p ;

Ωðt k þ tÞ r ð1 þ 0:02ÞΩ ;
d

x1 ðt k þ tÞ rxmax
1

Fig. 9. Closed-loop behavior under the MPC control law of Section 4.2 for Ωd ¼ 300,
several upper bounds on the rate of change γ_ max ¼ f10; 20; 200g%=s, and
xmax
¼ 150.
1

Table 1
Start times achieved when using the MPC design of Section 4.2.
xmax
¼ 150
1

γ_ max ð%=sÞ

ðsÞ
t 95%
r

t 99:8%
ðsÞ
r

Nd ¼ 300

1
200
20
10

8.37
8.45
9.22
10.37

8.92
8.99
10.17
11.73

Nd ¼ 320

1
200
20
10

9.35
9.42
10.17
11.24

9.98
10.1
11.34
12.67

ð22Þ

which amount respectively at requiring no overshoot on the
rotational speed, nor violation on the upper bound on x1. Now
regarding the parametrization of the set-point proﬁle γ c , the time
structure of the ideal γ depicted in Fig. 6 suggests the following
proﬁle in the one-dimensional decision variable p:
(
pðt k Þ if t r τ
ð23Þ
γ c ðt k þ tÞ ¼ 0
if t A τ; T p 
It is worth underlying that (23) deﬁnes the time structure of the
open-loop proﬁle. Since only the ﬁrst part, namely γ c ðt k þ tÞ ¼ p ð
t k Þ is applied during the sampling period ½t k ; t k þ τ before a new
optimization problem is solved to give γ c ðt k þ 1 þ tÞ ¼ p ðt k þ 1 Þ, it
becomes clear that the closed-loop evolution does not necessarily
meet the time structure deﬁned by (23). This is a general property
of MPC design.
Note that the speciﬁc open-loop time structure deﬁned by (23)
possesses two nice properties: ﬁrst, it leads to a scalar and
therefore simple to solve optimization problem (solution can be
obtained even by simple enumeration over a sufﬁciently dense
grid). Moreover, it can be easily proved that under the structure
(23), the admissible domain is controlled-invariant which is a nice
property to insure recursive feasibility [9] of the resulting MPC
scheme. Finally, it naturally leads to the ﬁnal step of the ideal
strategy where 0 opening is adopted since any additional nonvanishing p would lead to the violation of the no overshoot constraint. Therefore, it can be shown that theoretically, this strategy
steers the state to the desired steady state. However, because of
many sources of imperfection, a Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)
feedback is applied as soon as the state enters in a sufﬁciently
small neighborhood of the targeted steady state.
The behavior of the closed-loop system under this control
design is depicted in Fig. 9 while Table 1 summarizes the start
times that can be achieved for different values of the saturations
characterizing the maximal rate of change γ_ max of the actuator.
Comparison with Figs. 6 and 7 suggests that near optimality is
achieved.

5. Conclusion
In this paper a simple and computationally cheap state feedback is proposed for constrained minimum-time start of hydraulic
turbines. The feedback is based on the analysis of the vector ﬁelds
of a reduced two-dimensional model of the hydro-mechanical
system. This enables to fully address the model non-linearity and
hence provides a relevant feedback over a wide domain of
operations which is a key condition induced by the integration of
renewable context. The validity of such algorithm is intimately
related to the good characterization of the dynamics of the system.
More precisely, the elastic time t e ¼ aL is a key quantity that
determines the validity of the proposed model and the bigger it
goes, the more questionable the model is. However, even in this
case, we believe that the estimation of the lower bound on the
start time remains relevant for any te.
Undergoing investigation goes towards real-time implementation on an appropriate real site. The switch between turbine and
pump needs also to be investigated. Finally, the impact of the
choice of the feedback law's parameter on the mechanical stress
and the resulting life-time of the turbine should be carefully
studied.
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